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BOSTON: BEYOND THE CAR

The major issues facing Boston are the radial nature of its transit network, the congestion in the center caused by cars, and the concentration of 
walkable squares in the center. We proposed creating radial transit links, responsive systems in the center, and new squares throughout the city 
(images by team).

Working with a team of urban designers, we imagined 
what Boston would look like if it were to move 
beyond the car as the principal means of 
transportation. We imagined a city where, instead of 
cars, bikes and transit were given the priority on 
streets. After developing ideas for how this would 
work on the city-wide scale, we then selected specific 
sites to work on. A partner and I worked on Gately 
Square, the area between the Symphony Hall and the 
Orange Line stop on Massachusetts Avenue. Here, the 
proposals we made about how to move beyond the 
car were made concrete.
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The components that make up an ideal public square, if bicycles and transit were given priority over cars.

Expanded bike network: highways and wideways

Bike highway
Bike wideway

A system of car-free “bike highways” would correspond to major transit routes (image by team).
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BOSTON: BEYOND THE CAR

Existing squares, in blue, possess many features of an ideal square and are are concentrated in central Boston and its university fringe. Sites 
throughout the rest of the city, in orange, are identified for improvement using the model, and are concentrated along existing or proposed transit 
lines.
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Improvements at Gately Square would connect two existing transit lines via a proposed third line, create a grand new station with natural light, 
create infrastructure for an expanded bike network, and create public spaces which would encourage interaction between the Symphony Hall and 
its neighbors.
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At night, it would be closed to transit and cycling limited to a certain area, so pedestrians can have free reign of the square.

During the day, the square is open to transit and cyclists.
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